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Introduction

Due to demands for higher levels of automation from systems, the use of hierarchical and distributed control systems that integrate estimation, prediction, control, fault tolerance, adaptation, learning, etc. into one framework is becoming widespread. Specific applications that utilize complex control of this sort include robots [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], manufacturing and automation systems [8], [9], [10], [11], automated highway systems (AHS) [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] and other intelligent vehicles [17], [18]. Here, we study the use of the Real-Time Control System (RCS) software library, that was developed by the Intelligent Systems Division (ISD) at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the design and implementation of such complex control systems. We examine both the theory behind the development and implementation, and provide one physical implementation example (a process control problem) and a conceptual example of how to use RCS in the design of a hierarchical controller for an AHS.

Designing a control algorithm based only on isolated conventional control methods will not suffice to achieve autonomous or even proper operation of a large control system that needs to perform many complex tasks in real time. For such control systems it may be difficult or even impossible to develop an analytical model that describes the overall operation. For many years researchers have been trying to develop a systematic approach for design and implementation of these types of control systems. The usual approach for overcoming the complexity is to break down the problem to smaller and easier to solve sub-problems (and conventional control approaches are sometimes quite useful for these). The resulting control algorithms often use a “hybrid” or coordinated combination of control methods and address the control of both the continuous and discrete-event components of the plant. This has led to the introduction of several functional
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architectures that integrate a variety of methods to try to achieve autonomous operation [2], [19] (to be addressed briefly in the next section). In general, these architectures have a hierarchical structure and provide coordination of the physically distributed subsystems to achieve system-wide goals (e.g., in AHS there is a controller resident on each vehicle for vehicle guidance and a need for coordination between the vehicles to ensure safe and efficient operation of the system, or simply to minimize accidents and maximize throughput [13], [14], [15], [16]).

Challenging practical issues surround the implementation of complex real-time control systems. One example is the development of communications between multiple, separately operated subsystems whose behavior may be interdependent. Moreover, different subsystems may be running on different and incompatible platforms making the problem even more difficult. It is desirable to develop a control algorithm which is system independent, so that it can be operated on different computer hardware and software. This saves the designer the overhead of reprogramming the whole algorithm if there is a change in the system. Moreover, we want to be able to port and reuse software developed in one application in another application.

Other important issues in development and implementation of complex control systems are the ease of maintainence, modification, and operator interface. For example, assume that in a system with hundreds of sensors, one sensor fails. We want to develop the control system so that the operator can locate the failure in a short time. As another example, assume that a new subsystem is added to the overall system. We want to implement the initial control system so that to make the necessary modification we do not need to reprogram the whole control algorithm. As the complexity (and size) of the plant grows, issues such as these quickly become more complex and challenging.

The RCS methodology discussed here is based on a task decomposition analysis of the overall operation of the plant. This helps the designer to decompose the problem into several simpler subproblems to be performed by different subsystems at different time periods. Usually the resulting control system consists of several hierarchical layers of functional control modules that can be distributed over multiple computer systems or platforms. Each module (often referred to as an “RCS module”) can contain its own sensory processing, decision-making/state-table execution, and actuation components. At the modules in a higher level of the hierarchy, the tasks are decomposed into smaller task sequences and passed as commands to the lower subordinate layers. RCS places no limitation on the physical location of these modules. RCS provides the communications tools, via the Communication Management System (CMS) and the Neutral Message Language (NML), that allow different RCS modules, which can be placed on separate computer systems running on different platforms, to “talk” with each other. This allows for the distributed and hierarchical control of an arbitrary number of subsystems by linking several modules across multiple backplanes.

RCS provides a general controller architecture without specifying implementation details. As a result, it does not limit the possible control applications—both conventional, single-input, single-output controllers and complex “intelligent” autonomous controllers can be implemented in RCS (see [2], [12], [20] and Chapter 2 of [19]). The user determines the layout and use of the RCS modules to minimize controller complexity and maximize its performance. Moreover, since the development of controllers in RCS is uniform, code developed for one application can easily be ported to another. This porting can even occur across different operating systems, as the RCS library is supported under numerous platforms. Furthermore, the RCS library has a diagnostics tool that provides an operator interface. In other words, using this tool a human operator can monitor the system operation from a remote host and send sophisticated commands to the system. Another important feature of the RCS library is the RCS design tool which allows the application designer to easily layout the modules in the controller hierarchy and automatically generate the skeleton of the application including almost all of the application independent code.

The need for tools for designing and implementing real-time complex control systems has lead to development of several software packages for this purpose including Network Data Delivery System (NDDS) from Real-Time Innovations (RTI) (http://www.rti.com) which is a package with similar features to NML; the Control Shell, also from RTI, and LabView from National Instruments (http://www.ni.com) which have similar features to the graphical RCS design and diagnostics tools; Open Robot Controller Computer-Aided Design (ORCCAD) [3], which is based on Esterel synchronous programming language, and developed by INRIA (http://www.inria.fr) in France; Onika [8], which is based on Chimera real-time operating system,
and developed by the Advanced Mechatronics Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon University; and Teja by Teja inc. (http://www.teja.com). Moreover, new software packages are being developed every day, and each of these is continually having new versions implemented; hence a valid comparison of the packages today may be inaccurate tomorrow. Furthermore, we find that evaluation of different packages, especially along the lines of ease of use (which is very important), tends to be rather subjective. Therefore, we will not attempt a comparison to other packages. However, it is important to stress once more some of the important features of the RCS library including platform independence, support to a number of communication protocols such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Remote Procedure Call (RPC), graphical automatic design and code generation tools, graphical user interface, taking advantage of the hierarchical system topologies and finally and perhaps most importantly the fact that RCS is free, which provides big advantage for this package, both for universities and for many parts of the industrial sector. To download the RCS library visit the the anonymous ftp site ftp://ftp.isd.mel.nist.gov/pub/emc/rcslib/. For detailed information on the RCS library you can visit http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/projects/rcs_lib/ or consult [21].

During the past few decades RCS has been implemented and tested in many applications including mining [9], manufacturing systems [4, 5, 6, 10, 22], autonomous undersea and land vehicles [17, 18], space station telerobots [7], post office automation [11], etc. With the development of the RCS software library, the design and implementation of similar applications becomes much easier and faster. It can be used in different industrial, military or educational applications. The industrial applications may range from large scale chemical plants, manufacturing lines, etc., to small conventional control systems. In the universities it can be taught as a class and used in laboratory experiments [23]. This article (which is a significantly expanded version of [23], minus components on the educational program), introduces the RCS tools and examines the use of RCS as a controller architecture for complex systems by providing both the general structure and theory and several examples of its implementation. We begin by introducing the relation of the RCS software library to some functional architectures, then we discuss the RCS design methodology and the RCS design tool, following which we describe two of the important features of the RCS library, the RCS generic controller nodes and the RCS communication tools, which are described in more detail in [21]. Finally, we introduce two RCS controller designs, one lab experiment implementations (a tank experiment) and one on an automated highway system.

RCS and Intelligent Control Architectures

An intelligent control system is one that is highly autonomous and able to take appropriate control actions, even in an uncertain environment. One can obtain an idea of how an intelligent system should be constructed by observing intelligence in nature. At the very least, intelligence requires the ability to sense the environment and take appropriate control actions. At higher levels, intelligence involves the ability to analyze and understand, learn, generate plans for the future, and decompose complex tasks into simpler steps that can be efficiently carried out. Certainly, it is also advantageous to have the ability to adapt to changing conditions (both in the plant and in the environment). Higher degrees of intelligence also incorporate evolution, in which more successful behavior is retained and less successful behavior dies out [2], [12], [19], [20].

More and more research in control system theory is incorporating this idea of intelligence. One of the main hurdles in constructing autonomous systems is the fact that it is difficult to understand and model intelligent behavior completely, and thus implementing intelligence in digital control algorithms becomes a large concern. Clearly, however, basic levels of intelligence involve certain concrete components, including sensory processing, modeling and analysis, decision-making, learning, and actuation. Thus, it is possible to develop an architecture that models, at a simple level, the intelligence that occurs in nature. Several such architectures exist [2], [19], [20], and these are continually being evolved as we begin to understand intelligence more clearly. The creators of these architectures tend to use hierarchical levels in the model of complex systems, as shown on the right side of Fig. 1 (a simplified version of the architecture in [20]), which allows the possibility of subsystems that may operate at different rates, and for the decomposition of tasks. Subsystems, referred to as modules, at the highest level take high-level commands and decompose them into
smaller tasks that are sent to the modules below. They also maintain a model of the system itself and the environment surrounding it. The left side of Fig. 1 shows the detailed components of a module. Note that structures used for sensory processing, world modeling, value judgment and behavior generation are typical in intelligent systems [20]. The lowest level modules simply gather sensor information from a data acquisition card (sensory processing) and implement simple single-loop feedback control algorithms (value judgment and behavior generation at the simplest level) in response to the evaluation of the problem or command coming from higher levels. They may also maintain a model of the physical subsystem they are controlling (a world modeling structure that contains more detail but at a smaller scale than the higher modules). Higher level modules may incorporate long-term planning and evaluation in the behavior generation and value judgment operations.

**Fig. 1.** Example intelligent architecture.

A significant concern with complex systems is the communication between modules. Communications set the infrastructure for intelligent and complex designs. Since high-level commands are decomposed throughout the levels, it is necessary for higher modules to pass commands to lower modules so that tasks can be carried out. Furthermore, for system modeling purposes, long-term planning, and fault detection, it is necessary for lower modules to be able to communicate status information to those at the higher level. Communications become an even larger concern when algorithms may be running across several computers. Clearly, intelligent and complex systems require two important components—communications between modules and the modules themselves.

The RCS library provides the software tools that allow us to model this general complex architecture simply and efficiently by providing basic generic controller modules and the necessary tools for connecting these modules to each other in a hierarchical structure. This will become clear to the reader through the next several sections, where the RCS library and its components are introduced in detail and application examples are provided.
Designing an RCS Application

The RCS Methodology

As with most of the design methodologies for complex control systems, the RCS design methodology is based on decomposing the complex control problem to smaller and relatively easy to develop, maintain, and modify subproblems. Therefore, a typical RCS design starts with task decomposition analysis of the system. First, the designer identifies the physical subsystems of the overall system, the corresponding sensors and actuators to these subsystems, the tasks subsystems can perform, which subsystem performs which tasks, which tasks are related to each other, what is the information or data flow between the subsystems, and which tasks sequences lead to desired performance. This helps the designer to define the task parameters and simplifies the control problem since every task can be considered as a separate small scale control problem. The designer can continue to break down the tasks to even smaller subtasks until the tasks are reduced to simple control problems that can be solved using conventional control methods.

To illustrate, consider a task called “Move Part J from location A to location B” to be performed by an autonomous robot. This task can be broken down to “Move to location A,” “Grab part J,” “Move to location B” and “Release part J.” These tasks can be broken even further to simpler subtasks. For example, one can compose the task “Move to A” from “Open the gripper,” “Align the gripper with part J” and “Close the gripper.” Note also that each of these subtasks may be performed by different subsystems of the robot. For instance, “Grab part J” will be performed by the gripper, whereas “Move to location A” will be performed by the motion subsystem.

Having performed task decomposition analysis of the control system, the designer defines the controller hierarchy. It is a good practice to start by assigning a control module for each actuator and its corresponding sensors at the lowest level of the hierarchy. Then the modules in the higher levels are defined by grouping the lower modules based on physical and functional relation and assigning a supervisor to them.

After task analysis and controller architecture definition, the designer knows which operations can be performed by the system, which subsystem or module will perform which task, which task sequence scenarios lead to a desired performance, and what information the modules in the hierarchy need to share. To make the design even simpler, the designer breaks down each task into state tables using state table analysis. State table analysis can be done by breaking down the task to a sequence of operations in time which represent different “states” of the system. First, the state tables of the bottom modules are defined and then the ones for the upper modules are based on the chosen controller hierarchy and upper level task decomposition. In general, one iterates and redefines the task decomposition structure and the controller hierarchy as the state tables become better defined. After completion of the procedure, since the designer has determined the task knowledge and information to be shared between the modules, the command and status message vocabulary is also defined.

Having finished the analysis of the system and the design of the RCS controller the engineer faces the challenge to convert the control algorithm to a computer code, or in other words, to implement the RCS application. The RCS design tool, which is a Java-based graphical tool, is used to help the designer at this stage and to generate most of the related code automatically.

The RCS Design Tool

The RCS design tool is a Java-based graphical program that can be used from any web browser which supports Java, or can be run as a Java Applet or as a stand alone application provided that the Java Development Kid (JDK) is installed in the system. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI) through which the programmer can layout and build a hierarchy of controllers for an RCS application and automatically generate most of the application code. The tool provides the ability for easily adding to or removing modules from the application. It can modify the hierarchy, set up communication channels between modules, define command, status, or auxiliary messages to be passed between the modules, etc. Using it the designer can assign different cycle times for the modules based on their timing requirements. It also generates the code of the NML servers (to be discussed later) and command line scripts needed for compiling and running the application together with
all of the application independent code. In other words, using the RCS design tool a “skeleton” code of the RCS application is generated and only the application-dependent parts are left for the programmer to fill in. To illustrate, consider the task “Close gripper” to be performed by the gripper module of the autonomous robot mentioned earlier. In the design tool we define a command for this task, \texttt{CLOSE\_GRIPPER}, to be passed by the superior of the gripper module. This command can contain data variables to specify how much to close the gripper, which control algorithm to use, any variables that are needed to specify the conditions that are needed for the task to be initiated or finished, etc. Note that the RCS designer specifies which information needs to be passed. Once the programmer defines the command \texttt{CLOSE\_GRIPPER} in the RCS design tool, the tool generates all the code related to this command together with an empty function for the actual control algorithm since the control algorithm can be application-dependent and user determines which algorithm to use. Then the programmer can easily insert within the body of the function (or import form another application) the actual low-level control algorithm for closing the gripper. The control algorithms are based on the state-table analysis of the given command and are, in general, implemented in if-then-else form. This allows the current state of execution to be tracked within the RCS diagnostics tool. Note that the state tables for the commands are application dependent and the RCS design tool does not generate them.

The tool handles establishing communications between modules that lack a supervisor-subordinate relation (auxiliary communication channels). It also provides the ability to generate code for different platforms including DOS, Windows 95/NT, Linux, LynxOS, SunOS, VxWorks, IRIX. Thus, the user can build an RCS application using the RCS design tool and generate most of the code for it, and then “fill in” the application-dependent control or estimation algorithms. This frees the programmer from dealing with the interprocess communications, which may involve low-level network programming, so that you can concentrate on the control of the system. Consult [21] for detailed description of the RCS design tool.

The RCS Library Components

As we discussed earlier, to develop a controller composed of a hierarchy of control modules, which do not necessarily run on the same computer system, we need the control modules themselves and means for communication between them. The RCS library provides these tools. In this section we will discuss the two important components of the RCS library, the RCS communication tools and the RCS control modules.

The RCS library is composed of a set of C++ program segments. It takes advantage of the programming language’s structures and abilities, including classes, inheritance, and virtual functions. A C++ class is simply a structure that groups together aggregate data types that are typically related due to application (rather than type). The components of a class are called its members. Members can range from data variables necessary for handling information or data to functions that operate on the members of the class. The idea of inheritance allows the user to derive new classes from a base class. This effectively produces a new structure that contains both the members of the base class and the members of the new class, grouping them together as one object. RCS uses this idea to develop a base class containing functions and variables for communications between RCS modules. The RCS module itself is a class that is equipped with all the tools for communication with its superior and subordinates and also with additional functions and data variables commonly used in RCS control routines. Although it is helpful to have some exposure to either C or C++ programming to understand the details of the RCS software library, this article will focus on the higher-level design only and include low-level RCS code only where it is crucial for understanding the overall design.

RCS Communications

The keys to the portability and standardized architecture of RCS are the use of the CMS and NML. CMS is a library that contains system-dependent operating system calls that are contained in the CMS base communications class. These are crucial in establishing communications along a network. Communications are provided through a series of shared memory buffers. Communication between RCS modules (which may be running on the same or separate computers) occurs in a message-based format by having one process write a message to the buffer and a second process read the resulting message from the same buffer. The
CMS class provides the functions that perform the reading and writing of the data messages to the memory buffers, as well as many additional functions. The passing of information across networks occurs using Internet Protocol (IP) protocols—TCP, UDP, and RPC are currently supported. RCS passes information across different operating systems by encoding data in a neutral format before writing the message to the buffer. Several different encoding structures are available, including ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) and Xdr (eXternal data representation). The location, size, and other attributes of the memory buffers and communication processes can be user-specified in a configuration file.

NML provides a set of classes that provide a higher-level interface to CMS, so that the user need not be concerned with the low-level operating system processes contained in CMS. Thus, using NML, we obtain a uniform interface to the RCS communications. NML also provides the base classes for setting up the messages that are communicated between RCS modules and processes, as well as those for producing the RCS modules themselves.

An example communications structure for an RCS application using NML is shown in Fig. 2. This figure represents processes running on three separate computers (or backplanes). Each process could represent a module within a single hierarchical structure or contain a complete structure within itself. The design of the system is left to the developer; RCS merely provides the mechanisms for producing a complex architecture. In the example communication structure, all memory buffers are located on a single computer (Computer 1) and are directly accessed by Processes 1, 2, and 3. These processes are labeled as LOCAL to the memory buffers. Processes 4, 5, and 6 are considered REMOTE to the buffers. The need for the NML servers is discussed later. Note that this structure is completely arbitrary. The user can set up an RCS system in any fashion, with any placement of buffers. Time-critical tasks, however, should generally be placed such that they access only LOCAL buffers. This can result in a significantly faster operation, since the use of remote buffers often involves network communication delays.

![Diagram of RCS communications structure](image)

**Fig. 2.** Example RCS communications structure.

### Communication Channels

A communication channel exists between modules that need to communicate with each other. For communications between processes to exist, two items must occur—the memory buffer must be established, and the process must set up access to this segment of shared memory. Each shared memory buffer must have a master (i.e., an RCS process that is responsible for creating that buffer). Communication channels between buffers and processes are set up using functions available in the base NML class (**class NML**).\(^1\) Which RCS

---

\(^1\)We use the teletype font throughout this paper to refer to computer code.
processes access which buffers is established using an NML configuration file. This is an ASCII file that lists the buffers and processes and contains the desired size of the shared memory buffer, location of the buffer, communication methods used to access buffers, which processes access which buffers, the buffer's master, etc. When an object of class NML is instantiated so that Process A can access Buffer A, the NML constructor (function for creating a new object) is called, which reads in the designated configuration file, determines if Process A is the master of Buffer A (if so, the buffer is created), and establishes a communication channel so Process A can access Buffer A in the method that the configuration file specifies. An NML class object must be established for each process-to-buffer communication channel, since it contains the variety of functions used to perform reads and writes between the process and the buffer.

For processes to access a buffer that is physically located on a different computer, an NML server must run on the same computer as the memory buffer. The NML server encodes and decodes the messages from that buffer on behalf of the remote process. Using servers to provide remote access to the shared memory buffers frees local processes from being slowed down by the communications with remote processes. The RCS library provides the means for running the NML servers as well.

Communication channels usually connect a module with its subordinates or superiors, as the architecture discussed earlier suggests. Therefore, the RCS library has classes for establishing specific communication channels, command channel class, RCS_CMDCHANNEL, and status channel class, RCS_STAT_CHANNEL. These classes are derived from the NML base class and have some additional command or status channel utilities. Moreover, RCS also provides the ability to set up auxiliary communications so that two modules on the same level or separated by several levels may directly communicate with each other.

Messages

In RCS applications, the designer needs to specify the types of messages that will be communicated to different modules. A set of C++ classes acts as the message vocabulary that is used to create message classes. A typical message contains several members—data variables to hold the message size and unique identity number of the message, data variables that will be application specific, and a function that tells NML how to update, or encode/decode, the members of the message class from the encoded format so that a proper read/write can occur. This last item is referred to as the update() function. The data variables placed in the class are the components of the message that is written to and copied out of the memory buffer during a read and write cycle. As such, the NML message the user develops should contain the data that needs to be passed to other applications. NML provides a base class NMLmsg for producing a message. Application specific messages are created by deriving a new class from NMLmsg. NMLmsg contains the member function for storing the size and unique ID number of the message and a function for producing the message (called a C++ constructor).

Although NML classes contain read() and write() functions for communicating messages, these functions generally are used as a high-level interface to the CMS communication tools. The actual writing/reading of the messages to and from the memory buffers is accomplished by the low-level CMS communication methods. One of the advantages of using shared memory buffers for communications is that each member of a message can be written to the buffer, or read from the buffer, individually. In CMS methods, the message is encoded in a neutral format using the update() functions. The unique ID number is also encoded. However, it is handled differently than the remaining items of the memory so that other processes can access this variable directly without reading in the entire message. Since all messages contain the common data member for the unique ID of the message, this variable is first encoded separately from the rest of the message. CMS methods will always write these common variables to the same places in the shared memory, regardless of the type of messages, so all other RCS processes know where to look in the memory buffer to find the ID number of the message. Once the ID number is known, the type of the message is known, and CMS methods call the appropriate update() function to read/write and decode the data members of that particular class. Since message contents are application specific, the developer needs to create an update() function specific to every additional message that is created. This function simply calls the CMS update() function for each data variable in the class. The RCS library already contains update() functions for most of the basic C
data types, including floating-point numbers, integers, characters, etc., and as a result, writing an update function for the user-specified message simply involves calling the RCS library update() functions for each data variable in the message.

Although messages of any type can be constructed, RCS provides additional tools for producing two specific types of messages—command messages (class RCS_CMD_MSG) and status messages (class RCS_STAT_MSG). Command messages are those that are passed from higher modules to lower modules. They request that an action be performed. Status messages are passed from lower modules back to their parents, transferring data that characterizes the current status of the lower module. RCS_CMD_MSG and RCS_STAT_MSG are two classes derived from NMLmsg with some additional data fields. Note that the user can define the messages of an application within the RCS design tool. Moreover, all the communication channels between the modules will be established automatically by the design tool once the controller hierarchy is defined. Therefore, all these do not bring any extra programming overhead to the RCS designer.

RCS Control Modules

Developing a complex hierarchical system using the individual NML communications and messaging tools would be tedious. NML is provided as the communications workhorse between applications and multiple processes. It does not provide the tools for actually producing modules of a complex hierarchical control structure. To do this, RCS provides additional software tools based on a set of classes that combine the communication abilities of the NML classes with standard functions used in RCS control routines to allow for the production of the hierarchical structure. The RCS library contains a general controller module, also referred to as an RCS module, NML module, or RCS template, which takes care of many of the cyclic processes needed in a hierarchical structure. The hierarchy is established through the NML configuration file, which lists the buffers and processes of a particular RCS application and tells which processes access which buffers. In general, RCS applications have a static structure. In other words, their structure does not change during run time. However, the RCS library can handle some dynamic structures, too. Each NML module is associated with at least two buffers—a command buffer (readable to the module) and a status buffer (writable to the module)—and has both parent modules and subordinate modules. Parents have access to the subordinates’ command and status buffers. Generally, the parents obtain status information from the subordinate’s status buffer and maintain the ability to command the subordinates with the ability to write command messages to the command buffer. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Module 1, at the top of the hierarchy, has the ability to command modules 2 and 3 by sending command messages to modules 2’s and 3’s command buffers. Likewise, module 1 can gather status information by reading module 2’s and 3’s status buffers. Each node of the hierarchy behaves in this fashion. The operator interface can send commands to the upper level module, where initial task decomposition occurs.

When each module is “activated” (usually on a cyclic interval), the module first checks for commands from the parent and reads the statuses of the subordinates, then calls the user-written preprocess, decision process, and postprocess functions in that order. The preprocess function (PRE_PROCESS()) could be used, for example, to obtain sensory data, or implement estimation procedures. The decision process function (DECISION_PROCESS()) calls one of the command functions of this module based on the command to be executed this cycle. If there is no request for a new task then the module continues the operation on the last received command. The command functions (which the programmer needs to develop) may (in higher modules) decompose tasks into a series of actions that are passed as commands to subordinates or (in lower modules) calculate low-level controller outputs based on its incoming command using a predefined control method. NML modules provide functions that can write command messages to the buffer of a subordinate. The postprocess function, POST_PROCESS(), is reserved for updating the module’s status variables, which are passed to its parent, and possibly for sending out actuation signals. The NML module completes the cycle by updating its output buffer, which generally includes writing its current status to its status buffer, and possibly commands to its subordinates.

The operation of a single cycle of an NML module is shown in Fig. 4. Items boxed in a dashed line are functions already available in the RCS library; they do not need to be written by the user. Those items
in solid lines are application-specific code that the user needs to develop. (A skeleton of these functions is generated by the RCS design tool.) The main loop is implemented once every sampling period of this particular module. To “activate” the controller module, a simple call to the NML module’s controller() function is necessary. This function in turn calls functions that start the timing for the cycle (for diagnostics purposes) and read the input buffers of the particular module, for example, the command buffer and the subordinate status buffers. Then, application-specific code is implemented in the order given above, for the preprocessing, decision processing, and postprocessing functions. The controller() cycle ends with the writing of any necessary messages to the output buffers, where, for example, commands may be passed to subordinate modules. Note that different commands will cause different functions to be called in the DECISION_PROCESS() resulting in different operation.

User Interface via the RCS Diagnostics Tool

The RCS diagnostics tool is a package developed by NIST to provide an operator interface to an executing RCS application. Similar to the RCS design tool, it is a Java-based program that can be used from any web browser that supports Java, or can be run as a Java Applet or as a stand alone application. It allows a human operator to interact with an RCS application. A user can view the status of the modules in the hierarchy and send commands to them using the diagnostics tool. The files needed by the diagnostics tool can be generated automatically by the design tool; therefore, no additional programming overhead is required.

It has different views through which you can view the status and command messages or the hierarchy of the application, send commands to the modules in the application, view the state tables, plot status variables, etc. These options which are as follows:

- **Login** This option is used to prevent some users from having complete access to the NML buffers.
- **Details** This option is used to view the available command and status messages, modify the fields of
the command messages and send any commands if needed. Here, we can also choose which fields of which status or command messages will be plotted.

- Auxiliary Channels This option is similar to the Details option except that it shows the auxiliary messages.

- Hierarchy We can use this option to view the controller hierarchy. The modules appear color coded based on their current status of operation.

- Graph This option is used to view the plots of the variables that were chosen to be plotted in the Details option.

- Error Log This option is used to view the error messages (in case of any) logged to the special buffer called errlog.

- State Table This option shows the place within the state table which is currently executing.

- Debug Flags This option is used to set on or off some debug flags.

You can find more detailed information on the RCS diagnostics tool in [21].

**RCS Application Examples**

In this section, we introduce the use of RCS as a design method using an actual implementation of the RCS library on a laboratory experiment. The simplest application is for the implementation of a single controller to achieve a single task on a single experiment. We have also implemented such a system in
RCS for a rotational inverted pendulum in our laboratory, and some details on this implementation are provided in [23]. In this section, we will provide a description of a more interesting RCS application for a process control experiment where there are multiple objectives and subsystems. In the next section, we give a conceptual view of an RCS design for an automated highway system. Since an AHFS is a complex system that requires large computation power as well as all the aspects of the intelligent autonomous architecture (including fault tolerance), it provides a good testbed introduction for the RCS design architecture.

A Process Control Experiment

A process control experiment can provide a good illustration of the power of the RCS design tools, since it is a practical application that can vary in order of complexity. A simple process control experiment could consist of simply two tanks, one for mixing and another for storage, as shown in Fig. 5. With each tank, we have a pump, heater, and mixer, as well as sensors for determining temperature and level of tank contents. Possibly the easiest way to implement such an experiment in which temperature and level values are being controlled is to run two controllers serially (that is, one at a time) in one program. However, this quickly becomes a waste of resources. First of all, the required sampling times are different—temperature control can operate at a relatively slow rate compared to level control. Also, the two tanks could be located at different locations (across a plant floor, for example), making it more efficient to separate the controllers for each of the tanks. As the complexity of the plant grows, physical constraints may require the use of a distributed control structure. The addition of several chemicals, each of which must be accurately heated to a specific temperature, forces us to have accurate control of the rate at which several chemicals are mixed. As we increase the number of actuators, the creation of a single program to control all processes becomes inefficient and perhaps even costly in terms of recovery from faults.

Fig. 5. The process control experiment (figure drawn by Scott Brown).

In a process control experiment where everything is interdependent, it is necessary to share information about each tank with the other processes controlling the mixing. With an RCS design, the process control experiment can be broken down into sets of subprocesses and modules without eliminating the ability to
communicate and share information between processes. Processes can act independently while they are still linked together, sharing information that is crucial for successful production. With RCS, temperature and level control for each tank can be operating close to the tank while communicating with the other processes to which it is linked. These tank controllers can be spread out throughout a plant, and all information could be shared with a supervisor located local to a plant operations panel. A plant operator could then have the power to change the mixing process and set points of all tanks from a single location.

RCS Analysis and Design for the Tank

We set up the simplified control problem where we regulate the level and the temperature of the liquid in the reaction tank at specified reference values that can be set by an operator from (possibly) a remote host.

In this simplified control problem we do not have to use all the actuators and sensors available in the system. In fact, in the simplified system we have only two sensors and four actuators. The sensors are for sensing the level and temperature of the reaction tank and the actuators are the heater, two pumps for filling and emptying the reaction chamber, and the stirring mechanism in the tank. The stirrer is used in order to counteract the disturbance due to the high pressure pumping (this allows for a more accurate reading in our level sensor) and also to mix the liquid so that there is no temperature difference in different sections of the tank.

This set up immediately suggests that on the first level of the hierarchy we have four lower-level modules, one each for the heater, the two pumps and the stirrer, and a supervisor on the second level to supervise or coordinate the actions of the four lower-level modules. This is a fairly simple hierarchy, however, we simplify it even more by combining the two pumps into one module. Moreover, we let the stirrer always be on as long as the program is running and hence remove its control module from the hierarchy.

Simple task analysis shows that the module for the two pumps (which we will call the “level module”) can either pump the water in the reaction chamber (i.e., increase the level) or pump the water out of the chamber (i.e., decrease the level). These two actions are similar, because in either case we increase or decrease the level to a predefined reference level (we do not allow the tank to overflow or to become empty). Therefore, these two tasks can be referred to as two different states of a single task of setting a reference level. Another two states of this task are the idle state and the error state which occur respectively if the reference level is reached or some problem, such as failure of a sensor or actuator, arises.

The task analysis for the heater is even simpler because the heater is either on or off, hence it is either heating or not. The task of controlling temperature can be in either the state of running the heater, idle state or error state.

In order for the supervisor to be able to coordinate the actions of the level and temperature control modules, it needs the values of the current level and temperature in the tank. Therefore, these values need to be passed from the lower modules to it. Based on this information it will send commands to its two subordinate modules for changing set points and stopping and starting the control algorithms.

Messages that are passed between RCS processes are application specific, and therefore the developer needs to define the messages for each particular application. After determining the tasks that each module can perform and what data from one particular module is needed by another module or a human operator, the message vocabulary is also determined. From the task analysis above we know that the level module will accept a command for setting a reference level LEVEL_SET_REF, which will provide the value of the reference level, and the heater module will have a command for setting the reference temperature HTR_SET_REF which will provide the value of the reference temperature, as well as additional commands for initializing and halting the process. The supervisor, on the other hand, may accept a command which specifies both the reference level and temperature, SUPV_SET_REF, and then may distribute them to the heater and level modules. Similarly, commands for starting and shutting down the system are also necessary. To supply the current level to the supervisor from the level module we provide a variable in the level module’s status message, LEVEL_STATUS, that holds the value for the current level. This message, when written to the status buffer at the end of the controller cycle, can then be viewed by any RCS module or process that has access to the level status buffer. Thus, it is accessible to both the supervisor and the interface computer. Likewise,
for the heater module, we provide a field to hold the current temperature to its status message, HTR\_STATUS.

The use of RCS here provides us the ability to quickly and easily set up a relatively complex system. In fact, adding additional tanks to the process control system is trivial, since RCS code will already be developed for one tank, it simply would need to be ported over and applied to a second tank setup. Coordinating activities through the supervisor allows this easy upgrade. The only major change to the code would be to update the supervisor to handle the additional tasks of the additional tank. Furthermore, following the RCS architecture described earlier, we could add additional algorithms to handle fault tolerance or prediction and estimation.

Fig. 6 shows one possible layout for the process control application. The mixing tank modules are all located on a single backplane, and each individual module has two local memory buffers associated with it. We can design this structure by using the RCS design tool in very short time. We only have to specify the names of the modules, assign their hierarchy, define the commands accepted by each of the modules, and add the needed variables to the command and status messages. Then, all the related RCS code (excluding the implementation of the actual control algorithms) can be automatically generated by a mouse click.

**Fig. 6.** Design layout for a tank controller.

The human operator can change attributes of the mixing tank system through the interface computer, which runs diagnostics on the system and has access to send commands to each of the modules. Note that
the interface computer must access each buffer through an NML server. The mixing tank algorithms are running on a PC (under the Linux OS), which has access to the plant equipment through a data acquisition card. The interface computer is running under the Windows NT platform.

**Single Tank Process Control Operation**

All the modules of the single tank process control experiment run as separate programs, each containing its own “main” function. The main function creates a cyclic looping structure that activates each module once during a set sampling period. The overall operation of the supervisor module is illustrated in Fig. 7. Because all of the processes are separate, different sampling rates could be used for each module. Note that in the process control case, the temperature module could be operated at a slower rate, since the dynamics of heating and cooling are much slower than those of adding or subtracting fluid from the tank. In this case, for example, we could set the sampling time of the level module to 1 second and that of the heater module to 10 seconds. The supervisor module should run frequently enough to calculate diagnostics of the lower modules (in case of fault detection or modeling), although it will generally run slower than its subordinates.

![Diagram of process control system](image)

**Fig. 7.** Overall operation of the supervisor module in the process control experiment.

The task decomposition for the system is primarily accomplished by the supervisor. When the message is written to the supervisor’s command buffer, a flag is set, indicating that the buffer contains a new message. On the next cycle through, the supervisor module reads the contents of that buffer. The unique ID of the message lets the supervisor module process know what type of message has been sent and what data variables it expects to read from the buffer. In the case of a `SUPV_SET_REF`, for example, the data variables of the message include the new reference levels for the level and temperature modules. The supervisor’s decision process function responds to the message written to the buffer by calling appropriate actions. In this case, the supervisor calls a function `SET_REF()`. This function decomposes the tasks of updating the controllers by sending the appropriate commands to the subordinates that are actually responsible for implementing the control algorithms. It writes the `LEVEL_SET_REF` message to the command buffer of the level module and the `HTR_SET_REF` message to the command buffer of the heater module. Recall that each of these messages contains variables to hold the desired reference values, so these are passed down to the actual control algorithms. During the next cycle of the level (heater) module, the command buffer is read and the `LEVEL_SET_REF` (`HTR_SET_REF`) command is available to the subordinate module. The appropriate action is taken in the subordinate’s decision process routine; in this case, the reference level (temperature) is changed.
to the value contained in the message via a simple feedback control algorithm.

Automated Highway System

As an additional application example, we turn to the idea of the automated highway system, a project that has seen increasing attention due to the large amount of highway traffic congestion in major metropolitan areas [13], [14], [15], [16]. AHS offers numerous benefits to society, including reduction in traffic congestion and increased highway safety. The development of such a system is an extremely complex endeavor due to complex vehicle dynamics and the large number of vehicle interaction possibilities (passing vehicles, multiple lane roads, traffic entering/exiting highways, etc.). Communications plays a key role in an AHS vehicle platoon (a group of vehicles closely spaced together)—the cars must be able to communicate with each other or a platoon leader so that the coordination of activities can take place. It is understood that with only limited or no communications, relatively high performance car-following can be achieved. Here, we consider an AHS with a variety of communications based on the predefined AHS protocol (see [13] for an example of such a protocol). One example of how to implement AHS using RCS can be found in [12] where the authors deal with the complexities of the vehicle itself and suggest that each vehicle has its own RCS structure and the road control mechanism is organized as another RCS structure. Certainly, this is not the only way to implement AHS using RCS and in this example we will consider the three layered hierarchical structure in [13]. We emphasize that our objective here is not the development of a realistic AHS, but simply to show that the RCS library is not limited to a particular architecture and can be used in variety of different applications.

The AHS Problem

In general, in RCS applications we start the design of the controller with the task analysis of the overall system. In this case however, we will assume that the controller hierarchy is prespecified. We will consider the AHS setup shown in Fig. 8, which is essentially the one suggested in [13]. At the top of the hierarchy is the platoon coordinator module, which is responsible for overall long-term planning and coordination of the highway traffic (e.g., for congestion alleviation). This module can command the individual platoon supervisor modules by sending command messages to them and can gain high-level access to their status information. The platoons consist of their own RCS hierarchy, which is controlled by the platoon supervisors. These supervisors take the commands from the platoon coordinator and translate them into actions to be performed by each individual vehicle in the platoon. The platoon supervisor can command its vehicles by writing messages to the command buffer of the appropriate vehicle. The vehicles communicate important status information necessary for long-term planning to the supervisor through the status buffers of the vehicles. Finally, the complexity of AHS is broken down further by representing each intelligent vehicle as an RCS structure, which itself consists of a vehicle supervisor for high-level decision processes local to the vehicle and sensing and controller modules for gathering sensor data and performing speed and lane-change control.

For illustration purposes, we will focus on the description of the intelligent vehicle only, and leave out the details of the platoon structures and the platoon coordinator module. See [13] for an analysis of platoon operations and interactions. In the following sections, we provide more detail about the high-level RCS design of an intelligent vehicle.

RCS Design for an Intelligent Vehicle

Each intelligent vehicle consists of three subsystems—one for higher level decision processes, one for sensor data gathering and local processing, and a third for controller actuation (see Fig. 8). In RCS design, each of these subsystems can be designed as an RCS module. Communications between the modules follow the RCS architecture, with the establishment of two shared memory buffers for each of the three modules. The vehicle supervisor passes commands to the sensor and controller modules through their respective command buffers. The resulting status of the subordinate modules are passed back to the supervisor through the
respective status buffers. The vehicle supervisor responds to two separate actions—high-level commands from the platoon supervisor module and the resulting status of its subordinates.

Simple task analysis for the vehicle shows that it can perform the following tasks: "Move forward," "Move backward," "Speed up," "Slow down," "Move with constant speed," "Change lane," "Turn to right," "Turn to left," and "Make U turn." (Note that this is a simplified set of actions that a vehicle can perform.) Therefore, these will form the set of command messages or command message vocabulary of the vehicle supervisor. In other words, we will define one command message for each of these tasks (using the design tool). To these messages we add data variables (if needed). For example, the command "Move with constant speed" will require a data field that will hold the required speed.

Based on the command received (or its internal decision mechanism) the vehicle supervisor may decide to perform one of these actions and send appropriate commands to the subordinate control and sensor modules. For example, the task "Change lane" can be broken down to: "Check front traffic," "Check rear traffic," and "Check side lane traffic" (to be performed by the sensor module in this order), and the task "Change lane" (to be performed by the control module, possibly as a simple feedback loop, if it is safe). Based on the information obtained from the first three tasks, the decision mechanism can decide whether it is safe to perform the next operation and send a "Change lane" command to the controller module, or to wait. Note that this may involve not only sensor readings but also some communications with the nearby vehicles [13] (through the sensor module). In a similar fashion one defines the other tasks of the vehicle.

As discussed earlier, each module reports status to its superior. The designer decides which information each module needs to report. For example, we may decide that the vehicle supervisor's status information will consist of the following: "Current position in the highway," "Current longitudinal speed," "Current lane of travel," "Current lateral speed," "Current distance to the front vehicle," and "Current task." Some other designer may add "Distance to the destination," "Total travel time elapsed," etc., depending on the underlying protocols and the overall AHS system. We combine these in a single structure for the status message (which can be generated by the design tool).

For each individual vehicle, the two low-level modules are responsible for determination and implement-
tation of the sensing and control algorithms. The sensor module controls the gathering of data from each of the intelligent vehicle sensors (we assume there are sensors located in the front, on the sides and on the rear of the vehicle and one for determining its own speed) as well as communicating with the near vehicles based on some predefined protocol.

This data needs to be communicated back to the parent module so that coordination can occur. The front sensor of the vehicle determines the existence of a vehicle in front (if within the sensor range), its speed, the distance between the two vehicles, and the lane (left or right) the vehicle is on. The side sensors return the spacing between the carrying vehicle and the vehicles on the side lanes. The rear sensor returns the spacing between the vehicle itself and the vehicles in the rear of the vehicle (including the ones on the adjacent lanes).

By analyzing the sensor data, the higher level decision process of the vehicle supervisor can determine if the needed task is safe. Whether or not the vehicle supervisor actually proceeds with the task (e.g., lane change) depends on the level of safety of the action gained from analysis of sensor module data.

The vehicle controller module performs the low-level control algorithms necessary in implementing the tasks. Therefore, it will accept commands similar to the ones of the supervisor.

By analyzing the tasks of the sensor module we can decide that it will respond to the following commands: “Check front traffic,” “Check rear traffic,” “Check side lane traffic,” and “Return the vehicle speed.” Each of these commands may require multiple readings and processing. For example, the command “Check front traffic” may require determining whether there is a vehicle in the front, its speed (if there is one), and its intention to maneuver (e.g., to change lane), which can be obtained by a communication with that car. The other commands can be defined similarly.

We let the sensor module and the control module to communicate through an auxiliary channel so that in case there is a break in communication with the supervisor, the control module can continue its operation, via preprogrammed emergency routines and safely bring the vehicle to the side of the road, or until the driver takes the control.

Proceeding with the analysis, we can define all the possible sequence scenarios (within the AHS protocol) and develop the decision algorithms together with the low-level control algorithms for all the modules of the vehicle and in the whole hierarchy.

This example shows that the RCS library can be used for implementation (or upgrade) of predefined (developed by other means) control hierarchies even if the system is fairly complex.

Conclusion

In this article, we studied the fundamentals behind implementing complex intelligent controller designs using the NIST-RCS software. The tools and components of the RCS library were shown to provide functions such as communication abilities, task decomposition, functional decomposition using subsystems and modules, etc., which promote the implementation of intelligent controller architectures. The primary purpose of the software library is to ease the development of complex control systems. The actual development tools are generic and, as a result, can be used in virtually any control problem (both simple single-loop systems and more complex autonomous control architectures).

We began by introducing an intelligent controller architecture and the theory behind RCS controller design. Then we described the RCS design methodology and the RCS design tool. After that, the components of the RCS software library were introduced. The actual library consists of a set of prewritten C++ program classes and segments which contain functions that take care of handling message communications, basic controller functions, etc. By setting up communication channels between controller modules, the RCS hierarchical structure can be implemented. We stressed that although this is the general pattern RCS uses, the developer is free to set up any other auxiliary communication channels to facilitate module interaction.

We gave two design examples—a process control experiment and an automated highway system. Although they were only higher level descriptions (we avoided including low-level coding details to facilitate the understanding of RCS design), the examples helped show that the RCS design architecture can be applied
to almost any application and that the design methodology is both functional and systematic. Because of its modular and functional design, incorporation of more advanced systems can be accomplished simply by adding more modules in a task decomposition structure. We showed that RCS design provides the power of introducing advanced high-level control methods that can deal with high-level decision making incorporating (possibly) long-term planning, adaptation, fault detection, together with simple feedback loops.

The RCS library is free of charge and can be downloaded from the anonymous ftp site ftp://ftp.isd.mel.nist.gov/pub/emc/rcslib/.

Detailed information on the RCS library can be found on http://www.isd.mel.nist.gov/projects/rcs.lib/ or in [21]. Consult [23] for a description of an example educational program on RCS.
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